WIFLE 2024 ANNUAL LEADERSHIP TRAINING
FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

Alexandria, Virginia            August 5-8, 2024 (Monday through Thursday)

“Looking Back and Inspiring the Future”

WIFLE is celebrating its 25th Anniversary in 2024! Register for training and help us commemorate!

The WIFLE Foundation, Inc. and Women in Federal Law Enforcement, Inc. come together under WIFLE as national nonprofit organizations offering specialized development and networking among Federal, State, Tribal, and Local peers in law enforcement. WIFLE:

✓ Leads national discussions and speaks for gender equity in federal law enforcement.
✓ Is organized for law enforcement educational and development purposes.
✓ WIFLE attendees include women and men in State, Federal, Tribal, and local law enforcement professions involved in all law enforcement programs and students in criminal justice programs.
✓ WIFLE fosters, promotes and encourages networking, education sharing, information dissemination, mentoring and partnerships through creative and effective cooperation and collaboration.

Why attend?

Don’t miss this training opportunity for you and your coworkers. Here are a few reasons:

• Learn from the best and brightest in our field. Experts will showcase best practices for your career, covering today, tomorrow, and the future.
• Network and make connections with other law enforcement professionals. Learn from others’ challenges and get practical solutions to implement in your work.
• WIFLE Exhibit Hall - Learn about Federal law enforcement agencies, talk to agency recruiters, and visit WIFLE vendor displays.
• The inspiration, enthusiasm, and knowledge you’ll gain from the training will be exceedingly valuable for you and your organization.
• Experience one of the most successful classroom venues. Training will be held on the hotel property.
  o The partnership between WIFLE and the venue allows for a cost-efficient event that WIFLE attendees will appreciate. Room rates lock in at the GSA schedule for the WIFLE block.
  o Located in the Washington, DC area means easy global accessibility.
  o The history and ambiance of the area will be an inspiration for all who attend.
• Attend once and you will want to return every year.
• The Monday Workshops start the training week by providing significant information as an optional choice for individuals on site on Monday.

About the Washington, DC Area

Washington, DC, is famous for critical national landmarks, meaningful memorials, and insightful museums. From the political symbol of the White House to the sitting statue of Abraham Lincoln, there are so many things to explore. Wikipedia: The Washington metropolitan area, sometimes referred to as the National Capital Region or as the DMV (named after the District of Columbia, Maryland, and Virginia), is the metropolitan area containing Washington, D.C., the federal capital of the United States.
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